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1. INTRODUCTION 
For a function X: [u - Y, o + -4) -+ C”, 0 < Y < fco, 4 > 0, denote 
by xt , (T < t < o + A, the function on [--r, 0] defined by ~$0) = ~(t + 0), 
6 E [-r, 01. We consider linear autonomous functional differential equations 
d”& 
dt t’ (1.1) 
where L is a bounded linear operator on some function space 9 into n-dimen- 
sional complex vector space C”. We assume that L%’ is a Banach space satisfying 
some genera1 qualitative properties (see Section 2). They consist of fundamental 
parts of axioms for the space ?# which are examined by Hale and Kate ([5]). 
On this phase space the solution operator T(t), t > 0, of Equation (1.1) is a 
strongly continuous semigroup of bounded linear operators. It is already proved 
in [5] that, roughly speaking, the point spectrum P,(A) of the infmitesimal 
generator A of T(t) coincides with the set of zeros of the determinant of the 
matrix a(h) = )LT - L(&l). Decomposing T(t) as a sum of a completely con- 
tinuous operator and the remainder, we obtained a detailed information about 
the resolvent set p(A) and the resolvent R(A; A), which are the generalization 
of the results in [lo]. In fact, we have proved that every point X such that 
Re X > p (see (4.3)) is the normal point of A (Theorem 4.7). From this fact 
we generalized the theorems of the direct sum decomposition of g by the 
spectrum of -4 ([3, 4, IO]). These results are obtained without knowing the 
representation of A, in relation to which we generalized the remark given 
by Stech ([12]) that the domain of the adjoint operator of B is independent 
of Equation (1.1). 
Along with the homogeneous Equation (1. l), we consider the nonhomogeneous 
equation 
dx 
y& = Lx, + f (4 
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where f is a continuous function on [O, a). We define the fundamental matrix 
X(t), t >, 0, to be the inverse Laplace transform of n(h)-I. Then the solution 
x(&&f) of (1.2) such that x,, = C$ E g is represented by the variation-of- 
constants formula: 
x(t, +,f> = x(t, 6, 0) + it X(t - sfffs) ds for t >, 0. 
From a simple observation we also obtained a representation of .sl(t, $, 0) by 
the matrix X(t) and the operator L (see Theorem 6.5). 
These results are closely related to the works in [4], [6], [IO], etc. One of 
our aims of this paper is to develop the theory under the weakest possible 
assumptions on the space g’. The axioms for the space S? are specified in 
Section 2. These axioms will be satisfied by the space of continuous functions 
on a finite interval and the space of continuous functions +(8) which have 
a Emit, Iims_,-a; e%#(B), for some y E 53. Also, spaces of functions which are 
isomorphic to D(p) x FP, p > I, for some special measures CL. For example, 
if g, G: (-co, 0] 4 IT8 are continuous, nonnegative functions p(E) = f8g(t) dt 
for measurable sets E C (--CD, 01, 
& + 4 G G(t)g(s), t,SE(-co,O] 
and & = ($: (---co, O] -+ C”, measurable, I$/3 < co) 
then +3 = &/I * 13 satisfies our axioms. The proof that our Axioms (I-I,)-(Ha) 
are satisfied is contained in [5]. The proof that Axiom (HJ below is satisfied 
is trivial. In the example P(p) x R*, it is possible to have p as Lebesgue 
measure corresponding to g(t> = 1 = G(t) for a11 t. 
2. AXIOMS FOR THE SPACE 9l 
Let &? be a linear space of functions mapping (- (~3, O] into 6” with elements 
designated by $, $,... and 4 = $ means g(8) = q(6) for at1 0 < 0. Assume 
that a semi norm / . 13 is given in &?, and assume that 
is a Banach space with the norm ] . jl which is naturally induced by 1 * 12. 
Elements of @ are denoted by 4, zj,... which correspond to the equivalence 
class of q5, $,... in 4, respectively. If there is no fear of confusion, we denote 
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various kind of norms by the same symbol 1 * I. We impose the following axioms 
on the space W. 
(H,) If 2 is a function mapping (-CO, a), A > G’, into C” such that 
2(t) is continuous on [o., A), and that & E 4, then .Gt E & for t E [o, A) and zt 
is continuous in t on [o, A). 
(Ha) There exist functions K(t) and M(t) with the following properties: 
(i) K(t) is continuous for t > 0. 
(ii) M(t) is locally bounded on [0, co) ,and submultiplicative, that is, 
M(t + s) < M(t)M(s) for t, s > 0 (cf. 5, Lemma 3.1). 
(iii) For any function 2 which arises in (H,), one has 
I xt I ,< k-(t - 4 o”tpt I WI + wt - 4 I -% I (2-l) 
for all t E [a, A). 
(Hi) 1 J(O)/ < K 1 41% for any $ E @ and some constant K. 
(H,) If (@> converges to $ uniformly on any compact set in (-co, 0] 
and if (+“} is a Cauchy sequence in &?, then 6 E @ and +” + 4 as k -+ co. 
Axioms (cQ), @a) in [5] are equivalent to Axiom (H,). Axioms (a,), (uJ, 
(Ah (A> in [51 imply A xiom (Ha) but not conversely. Axiom (ai) in [5] is 
equivalent to Axiom (Hi). Axiom (n) in [5] is equivalent to Axiom (HA). 
Before proceeding further, let us observe some properties deduced from 
these axioms. First, Axiom (Hi) implies that d(O) is well defined to be equal 
to d(O) for any $ ~4, and that 
(Hs) 1 $(O)l < K I+ II for any 4 E 9? and some K. 
Second, Axiom (Ha , ii) yields the following relation 
log M(t) 
p= lim--------- = inf log n’(t> t+m t t>o t (2.2) 
where ---co < p < +a. Last, from Axiom (H4) we immediately obtain the 
following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let y(s) be a continuous function mapping a compact i&erval 
Z into 99. Suppose that, for an>! s E Z, there exists a js E y(s) such that $“(8) is a 
continuous function of (s, 0) E Z x (-co, 01. Then the integral sI y(s) ds is t?ae 
equivalence class of 4 defined by 
J(e) = p"(s) OS- for e E (-03, O] 
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3. EXISTENCE, 'CTNIQUE~SS, CONTINUOI~S DEPEI~DEN~E Aim 
CONTINUATION 0F SoLuT10m 
Suppose D is an open set in R x 99 and f: 52 + 52% is a given continuous 
function. In [S] Hale and Kate made axioms on the space g in a slightly 
different way. However, following their argument, one can prove the results 
written below provided that Axioms (H,), (Ha), (H,) are assumed: 
(i) For any (u, 4) E 62, the initial value problem 
has a local solution. 
(ii) I f  there exists a constant w such that / f(t: c#) - f(t, $)I < w / 4 - $J j 
on Q, then the solution of (3.1) is unique to the right, from which we can denote 
by r(tl G, 4) the solution of (3.1). Furthermore, there exists a continuous function 
w(t) such that, for any (cr, $) and (G, #) in a, we have 
/ $(G, 4) - Xt(G, I))\ < w(t - G) / # - u; / t 3 G. 
(iii) Suppose that f  takes closed bounded sets of Jz into bounded sets 
and that .t” is a eon-continuable solution of Equation (3.1) on [o, 6). Then 
for any closed bounded set El7 in s;! there exists a sequence tk + 6- such that 
(tk , ‘qk) + w. 
Suppose that L is a bounded linear operator on 28 into C”, and consider 
Equation (1.1). Obviously, from the results (i)> (ii), (iii), it follows that the 
solution ~(6) of Equation (1.1) such that x0 = # E W exists uniquely on [O, CO)? 
and that the solution operators T(t), t > 0, defined by 
are bounded linear operators on @‘. Also, Axiom (H,) implies that I”(t) is a. 
strongly continuous semigroup on 92. Let A denote the infinitesimal generator 
of T(t). 
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4. THE SPECTRUM AND THE RJZSOLVENT OF A 
For a closed linear operator T on a Banach space, we denote by p(T), o(T) 
and P,(T) the resolvent set, spectrum and point spectrum, respectively. Our 
aim in this section is to study the properties of the spectrum and the resolvent 
of the operator ,4 given above. Let us introduce a notation. For any h E @ 
and b E C”, we set (w(A)6)*(0) = exp(h8) . b for 0 E (-co, O]. I f  (o(h)6)* belongs 
to &, then w(h)b denotes the element of S? which is the equivalence class of 
(w(A)b)“. Our fi rs o t b servation is the following theorem whose proof is the 
same as the proof of Theorem 5.2 in [SJ. 
THEOREM 4.1. If ,4 is the in$nitesimab generator of T(t), then P,(A) is the 
set of X for zuhich there exists a b # 0, b E Cn, such that w(X)b E 9 and that 
hb - L(w(X)b) = 0. 
Let S(t) be the solution semigroup defined by the equation 
dx 0 -&= , (4.1) 
and define operators U(t), t > 0, by 
T(t)4 = WW + WC for f$ESY. (44 
Then under Axioms (HJ-(HJ, it is not difficult to see that, for any t > 0, 
U(t) is completely continuous. 
According to the manner in [3], we can investigate the essential spectrum 
of S(t) and T(t). Let a(B) be the Kuratowski measure of noncompactness 
of a bounded set B of a Banach space X, that is, 
a(B) = inf(d > 0: B has a finite cover of diameter <d}. 
I f  T: X -+ X is a continuous mapping which takes bounded sets into bounded 
sets and if there is a k 3 0 such that ol(TB) < kol(B) for all bounded sets 
B _C X, we define 
a(T) = inf(K E R: a( TB) < k(B) for all bounded sets B _C X}. 
We claim that a?(T) = 0, for any completely continuous linear operator T. 
For any bounded linear operator T on a Banach space X, it is known (see [ll]) 
that the radius r,(T) of the smallest closed disk in the complex plane with 
the center zero which contains the essential spectrum of T is given by 
limn.+m cx( T”)l/“. 
Since U(t) is completely continuous for t > 0, it follows that cc(T(t)) = 
a(S(t)) for t > 0. A ccording to this fact and the semigroup property of T(t) 
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and S(t), the theorem of Nussbaum implies that rJT(t)) = r&S(t}) for t 2 0. 
To evamate a(S(t)), let us observe that a(S(t)) is locally bounded and sub- 
multiplicative function of t in [0, co). Indeed, it is easy to see that a(S(t)) < 
/ S(t)\ for t > 0, and that ) S(t)\ is IocalIy bounded on [0, 00) since S(t) is a 
strongly continuous semigroup of bounded linear operators. Furthermore, 
the definition of a(S(t)) implies that c~(S(t + s)) = a(S(t) S(S)) < a(S(t)) a(S(s)) 
for t, s > 0. Thus we can define a constant p by the following relation 
p z lim *Og ~(s(t)) = inf log ~(s(t)) 
t+io t t>o t (4.3) 
where ---co < fl < + co. This definition immediately yields that r&S(t)) = 
exp(tj3) for t > 0. Thus we obtain 
r,(T(t)) = et8 for t > 0. 
Now, we can easily prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. The spectral radius r,(T(t)) of the solution operator T(t) is 
given by 
rJT(t)) = eta” fey t > 0, 
where 
at = ol, = max@, sup(Re A: h E P,(A)lj. (4.4) 
Proof. From the definition of the essential spectrum, it follows that if h 
is in u(T(t)) and if / h 1 > exp(t@, then h is an eigenvaIue of T(t). On the other 
hand, for a strongly continuous semigroup T(t) with an infinitesimal generator 
8; it is known that P,(T(t)) = exp[tP,(A)], plus, possibly, the point X = 0 
(see [7]). These facts imply Theorem 4.2. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let 01 be the number dejked by (4.4). Then fur nny E > 0 
there etcists a C(E) > 0 such that 
1 T(t)\ < C(C) e(or+E)t for t > 0. 
In relation to Theorem 4.1, it is natural to ask if w(h)b belongs to 9? or not. 
The following theorem is an answer to it. 
THEOREM 4.4. FOY any b in Cc”, w(A)b belongs to 98 provided that Re X > /3. 
Furthermore, it is an analytic function of h for Re X > 8. 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 4.4 is not trivial since we know very little 
about elements of the space 9. However, functions w(A)b, b e C”, should be 
comparable in some manner to solutions of an ordinary differential equation. 
This is the idea behind the following proof. 
505/33!r-6 
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I f  I’, , r, are arbitrary n x n matrices, then the ordinary differential equation 
dx 
- = r&t) 
dt 
generates a semigroup Si(t): 39 -+ 39 
eri’“+“‘$Q)), 
[ww1(~) = \(#Q + q, 
t+0>0 
t+e<o 
for i = 1,2. 
It is well known that the resolvent R(X; A) of the infinitesimal generator A 
of a strongly continuous semigroup T(t) on a Banach space X is given by 
R(X; A)$ = /me-AtT(t)$ dt for +EX and ReX >ol, 
0 
where 01 = lim,,, log 1 T(t)j/t. Also, Gelfand formula of the spectral radius 
implies that r,(T(t)) = exp(tol). Hence, if oli is the number defined by (4.4) 
for T(t) = si(t), we have 
li(h; B& = som eMAfSi(t)$ dt for 4 EB and Re h > ai, 
where Bi is the infinitesimal generator of St(t). Let’ us define operators V(t), 
t 3 0, by 
WW = WW + f%tW for c$E& 
Then R(h; I+) and R(h; B,) are combined by the relation 
WC &M = jam e-““V(t)4 dt + R(h; B&j for +Ea’, 
provided that Re X > max(ol, , aa). From the definition of V(t)+, it is clear 
that $t E V(t)+ for t > 0, where 9 is a continuous function on (-co, + W) 
defined by 
1 j(t) = lb’“’ - etr2) +(O) for t > 0 
for t < 0. 
Applying Proposition 2.1 to the function e-AtV(t)$, t > 0, we have that 
$ E R()I; B,)+ - R(h; B,)$, where $ is defined by 
G(e) = Jy e-At9t(t?) dt 
= eAe{(AI - r,)-l - (Al - .F,)-l) 4(O) for 8 < 0. 
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This is equivalent to 
w(h)((A.I - r,>-1 - (/Al - r&-l)+(o) = R(X; B&j - R(h; B& 
for Re h > max(a, , as). Consequently, the left hand side of this equation 
is an element of 99, and it is an analytic function of h for Re X > max(mr , aa). 
Obviously, we can choose r, and r, for which max(al , a;?) = j3. Since Axiom. 
(H,) implies that the set {4(O): 4 E: L%] coincides with Q=“, we obtain Theorem 4.4. 
Q.E.D. 
From this theorem, we can introduce an n x PE matrix d(A) defined by 
d(A) = Al - L(w(A)I) for Reh > is, 
where I is the 72 x n identity matrix. All the entries of n(h) are analytic functions 
of A for Re h > /!?, and det n(h) -f 0 provided that Re h > oiL. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let A azd B be the in.nitesimal geaerators of the solution 
semigroups T(t) and S(t), respectively. Then their resolvezts are related to each 
other by the relation 
R(h; A)$ = w(X) a(x)-lL(R(& B)$) + R(X; B)+, 
for h in II = (A: Re h > /3, det A(h) # 0 and h # 01. 
$ E 8 (44.5) 
Proof. Let 01~ and 01~ be the numbers defmed for T(t) and S(t) by Relation 
(4.4), respectively. Consider the solutions a(#) and $(+) of Equations (1.1) 
and (4.1) such that x,, = y0 = 4, and define a continuous function {(f) 
--co < t < +co, by the relation 
&t, = ~%,W - W)(t) = ftL(ssW) ds for t>o 
I 
0 
.O for t<O. 
Then it is obvious that lt E U(t)+ for t > 0, where U(t) is the operator defined 
by Equation (4.2). By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 4.4, we can 
prove that $ E R(X; A)4 - R(X; IS)+ provided that Re X > max(c+ , +), where 
$ is defined by 
e-%$(s + 6) ds for 0 E (-a, 01. 
Combining Axiom (Ha) and Corollary 4.3, we see that, for any E > 0, there 
is a C(E) such that 
for t > 0, 
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where a: = max(a: r , aa). Thus integration by parts implies that if Re h > a 
and h # 0, then 






s + 8) ds 
a3 == ,\-lens 
s 
e--As 2 (s) ds for B < 0. 
0 




As 2 (s) ds = L (Ia 
0 
e+T(s)+ ds) = L(R(h; A)$). 
Summarizing these results, we obtain 
R(h; A)# = A-LJ(h) L(R@; A)$) + R(k B)$b for $EL39, 
provided that Re A > 01 and h f 0. Comparing this relation with the definition 
of d(h), we have that, for h above, d(X) L(R(X; A)+) = hL(R(X; B)$). Thus we 
have shown that Relation (4.5) holds provided that Re h > (Y and h + 0. 
From Theorem 4.1, it is obvious that P,(B) contains one point X = 0 at 
most. This implies that PJS(t)) consists of the point h = 1 at most, plus 
possibly, h = 0. On the other hand, it is well ,known that if T(t) is a strongly 
continuous semigroup on a Banach space whose infinitesimal generator is A, 
we have that exp[to(A)] _C o(T(t)) for t > 0 (see [7]). Furthermore, we have 
seen that r,(s(t)) = exp t/3 for t > 0. These results imply that if Re h > /3 
and h E o(B), then exp th E P&S(t)), that is, exp tA f 1 for t > 0. This is 
possible only if h = 0. Therefore, I?(A; B) is analytic for Re h > /3 and X + 0. 
Finally, we observe that the set D in Theorem 4.5 is a connected set in @ since 
the zeros of det d(h) are isolated in the domain {A: Re X > ,8>. These con- 
siderations lead to the result that the right hand side of Relation (4.5) is an 
analytic extension of the resolvent R(X; A) to the domain D. Therefore, we 
have the conclusion of the theorem since the resolvent cannot be continued 
analytically beyond the boundary of the resolvent set. Q.E.D, 
For any A in D above, we define a bounded linear operator F(X; L) on g by 
Then we can rewrite Relation (4.5) as 
R(A; A) = F(h; L) R(X; B) for XE D. (4-h) 
& 
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It is easy to see that F(X; L) has an inverse bounded linear operator G(h; L) 
given by 
G(h; L)+ = #I - A-%u(A)L(+) for +E9. 
Therefore, Relation (4.6) is equivalent to 
R(h; B) = G(X; L) R(h; A) for X ED. 
Making use of these relations, we can prove the following theorem. Also, 
we need a lemma (1, Lemma 17). 
LEMMA 4.6. Let T be a closed operator densely de$ned in the Banach space X 
with Jinite-dimensional generalized eigenspace for the complex number 5, . Then 
the point 6, of the spectrum of T does not lie in the essential spectrum of T if and 
only if the resolvent R(h; T) is anal?/tic in the neighhmhood of 5, arzd has a pole 
at 5, - 
THEOREM 4.7. Any point h such that Re h > p is a normal point of A, that is, 
X does not lie in the essential spectrum of A. 
Proof. We have observed in the proof of Theorem 4.5 that R@; B) is 
analytic for Re h > ,B and A i; 0. Hence, from Relation (4.Q it is clear that, 
if h f  0, Re X > p and if det d(X) = 0, then h is a pole of R(X; A). 
To investigate the singularity of R(h; A) at h = 0, let us suppose that /!2 < 0 
and that the point 0 lies in o(A). Then it follows that the point 1 lies in o(T(t)) 
for t > 0 since exp[ta(d)] C G(T(t)) for t > 0. From the assumption that 
/3 < 0, we have r@(T(t)) < 1 for t > 0, which implies that the point 1 lies 
in P,(T(t)) for t 3 0. This is possible only if the point 0 lies in PJA) since 
the zeros of det ii(X) are isolated in the domain {A: Re h > Fj. Hence Theorem 
4.1 implies that detL(w(O)I) == 0. C onsequently, for any operator L such that 
detL(w(O)l) # 0, the point 0 lies in p(A). Making use of this result, we can 
prove that A@; B) has a pole at X = 0. Indeed, we consider, for example, 
the operator M defined by M# = 4(O) for 4 in 99. Then the resolvent R(h; 6) 
is analytic at h = 0, where C is the infinitesimal generator of the solution 
semigroup defined by the equation dxjdt = x(f). Applying Theorem 4.5 to 
this semigroup, we obtain that R(X; B) = G(h; M) R(X; C) (see alsa (4.7)). 
This implies our statement since G(X; M) has a pole at X = 0. Finally, returning 
to Relation (4.9, we see that, for the infinitesimal generator A of the given 
semigroup T(t), the possibIe singularity of R(h; A) at X = 0 is only a pole. 
In order to apply Lemma 4.6 to the operator ,4, we shall show that, for 
h E P,(A) and Re X > ,B, the generalized eigenspace is of finite dimension. 
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Denote by M(T) the null space of an operator T. To state the characterization 
of .K((-4 - AI)“), k = 1, 2 ,,.., let 
P: If1 = p. J+l (;\) = r d(i)(A) _ r dj 44 j !  j !  d# 
The proof of Theorem 5.3 in [5] shows that if h E P,(A), then &‘((/I - M’)“) 
coincides with the space of functions $ E g of the form 
where 3/jtI E C=” for each j and y = col(y, ,..., yJ satisfies 
A,y = 0. 
Let m be the multiplicity of h as a zero of det d(X). Then from the analyticity 
of 4(X) for Re h > /3, the theorem of Levinger ([9]) implies that the dimension 
of M(&) is equal to m for any k 3 m + 1. Thus &((/I - U)k) is of dimension 
<m for k 3 m + 1. Consequently, the generalized eigenspace of h, that is, 
the smallest subspace of W containing all the elements of g which belong 
to &((A - Xr)fi) k = 1,2,..., coincides with M((iz - M)k) for any k > k, , 
where k0 is some constant >m + 1, and has a finite dimension \cm. 
Thus from the above results, Lemma 4.6 implies the theorem. Q.E.D. 
These theorems stated above characterized the spectrum and the resolvent 
of A. They were obtained without knowing the representation of 8. However, 
it is an interesting problem to determine the representation of A. At the present 
time, about this problem we only know the following information, which was 
originally obtained for a class of the space B by Stech ([14]). 
THEOREM 4.8. Let A* be the adjoint operntor of the injnitesimaI generator A 
of the solution semigroup T(t) defined by Equation (1.1). Then the domain of A* 
is independent of the operator L. 
Proof. Clearly, the domain g(A *) of A* coincides with the range of R(X; A*) 
for any X E p(B*). It is well known that p(A) = p(A*) and R(h; A*) = R(h; A)*. 
On the other hand, Relation (4.6) implies that R(X; A)* = R(h; B)*P()I; L)*, 
and Relation (4.7) implies that R(/\; B)* = R(X; A)* G(h; L)*. Summarizing 
these relations, we obtain that 9(-g*) coincides with g(B*) for any A. Q.E.D. 
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From this result, the adjoint semigroup of T(t) is defined to be a strongly 
continuous semigroup on a fixed subspace of LP’, that is, the closure of the 
domain of B* (cf. [7, lZ]). 
5. THE DECOMPOSITION OF 23 BY THE SPECTRUM OF 9 
From the definition of norma eigenvahres (see [I]), Theorem 4.7 implies 
that the space @ is decomposed to a direct sum of closed subspaces according 
to the separation of o(A). To state the results, let us denote by A’(T) and S?(T) 
the null space and the range of an operator T. Suppose that h lies in o(A) and 
Re A > /3. Then from Theorem 4.7, @ is decomposed as 
@ = M((A - AIJk) @@((A - xl)kj 
for some K, where &‘((A - M)k) is of finite dimension and L@((A - hl)L) is a 
closed subspace of g. Using the method developed for finite and infinite retarded 
equations, we can repeat the following theorems (cf. [3, 4, lo]). 
THEOREM 5.1. suppose n is Q finite set {A, )..., A,) of t?igenvldm?s of A suck 
tkzt Re Aj > /3, j = I,..., p, aad let @A = (QA1 ,..., QAS), B = diag(B,,l ,..., B,*), 
wbe, di,. is a basis for the generalized tigempace of Aj and B,, is the lnatrix 
defined by’ A@,,, = @,B,, , j = 1, 2 ,..., p. Then the o&y eigenva!ue of R,, is Ai 
and for any veitor a gf ihe same dimension as Qp, , the solution T(t) ds,; witk 
the initial value #,a at t = 0 may be defined 0% (- 00, + m) by the relation 
T(t) cP,a = @&etBAa 
&‘d(B) = GA(O) eBA8 -03 <o<oo. 
F~~th~rnore, there e&sts a subrace QA of ~2’ such that T(t) Qn _C Qe4 fur all 
t 3 0 and 
@=PA@Qd, 
THEOREM 5.2. Fur any real nzcmbm y  > ,&I, let A = A(y) = (h in a(A): 
Re X > ~1 and stippase 99 is de~o~nposed by .4 as ab@ue; $2 = PA @ QZn . Then 
thtre e&st positive contacts K and 6 such that 
1 T(t) qbpA 1 < KefY-“)t j +‘A ] for t < 0 
j T(t) +Bn j < Ke(Y-8)t [ $QA 1 for t > 0, 
where dp-d and +@A denote PA and Qn componevzts of 4, respectively, 
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6. THE FUNDAMENTAL MATRIX 
Suppose that f  is a continuous function mapping [0, co) into C” and consider 
the equation 
g = Lxt +f(t). (6-l) 
We denote by ~(t, $,f) the solution of (6.1) such that ‘x0 = + E 57. If  f  is a 
function with a compact support, that is, f(t) = 0 for t > t, 3 0, then the 
solution x(t, $,f) satisfies the homogeneous Equation (1 .l) for t > t, . Let 
Q! = ar, be the number defined by Relation (4.4). Then from Corollary 4.3 
it follows that, for any E > 0, there exists a C(E) such that 
According to Axiom (Hs), this relation implies that 
where Q(E) is a constant which, to say more precisely, depends on E, $, f and t, . 
I f  the meaning is clear from the context, we shall use the same notation C(E) 
to denote various constants which may depend on variables other than E. 
Relation (6.2) allows us to consider the Laplace transform ~(X)(A): 
.9(x)(A) = Jorn e-%x( t, 4, f) dt, Re h > 01. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. If  the support off is compnct and if 4 = 0, th.en 
(6.3) 
Proof. From Estimate (6.2), J?(X)(X) and .~(xJA) are defined provided that 
Re h > 01. Furthermore, since f  has a compact support, we have 
I x’(t)1 d I L(4l + If (t>l < C(G) e(a+‘)t for t > 0. 
This implies that .9(x’)(A) is also well defined for the same h as above. Hence 
from Equation (6.1) we obtain 
Since x(O) = 4(O) = 0, integration by parts implies that 9(x’)(h) = U?(X)@). 
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From Proposition 2.1, we can easily show that 9(x,)(A) is the equivalence 
class of @ defined by 
e-%(t + B, 0,f) dt 
s 
CG 
\e =e e-Cc(t, 0,f) dt for D < 0. 
0 
This implies that 9(x,)(h) = w(h) 9(x)(h). F rom these results, we can rewrite 
Relation (6.4) as 
ww = L(4) -w&9) + I@) for Re h > a. 
This is equivalent to Relation (6.3). Q.E.D. 
From Relation (6.3), it seems that x(t, 0,f) can be represented as a con- 
volution of the functionf and some function whose Laplace transform is d(A)-r. 
We begin to show that d(h)-l is really a Laplace transform of some function. 





= lim ___ 
(Y) T-m 27~i 
where y  is a real number. 
LEMMA 6.2. If f (A) is anabtic in the half plane Re X > y0 > 0 and 
f(A) = ; + g (6 > O), 
where c is a constant and p(h) is bounded for Re h > y0 . Then for Re h > yO, 
f(h) is a Laplace transform of the fmzction 
where y  > y. . 
For a proof of this lemma, see Doetsch [2]. 
Let p and /3 be the constants defined by Relations (2.2) and (4.3), respectively. 
Before stating the next lemma, we claim that 
Indeed, following the ideas given in [3], one obtains that c~(S(t)) < &F(t) for 
all t > 0, which immediately yields the above relation. 
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LEMMA 6.3. FOP any 6 E C=“, j w(A)b 1 is bounded for Re X > y provided t/z.& 
Y > P- 
Proof. Let us introduce a function a(t) defined by a(t) = exp[@] . b for 
--oo < t < +co. By virtue of the trivial relation that f, = exp[ht] . (w(h)b)^ 
for t E [w, Theorem 4.4 implies that xt belongs to 99 provided that Re h > /3. 
Applying Inequality (2.1) to xt = exp[ht] * w(h)& one obtains 
etReA ( w(X)b 1 < K(t) etRen sup 1 e”% 1 + IcZ(t) 1 w(X)b ] for t > 0. 
-69SO 
Suppose that Re ;\ > y, y > p. Since TV > /3, the above inequality is valid 
for Re h > y. Thus we have 
(1 - e+M(t)) 1 w(h)b 1 < K(t) sup eye ( b 1 
-tGK0 
for any t > 0 and any A with Re h > y. Since exp[--ty] IV(t) --j 0 as t -+ ok, 
the last inequality implies the lemma. Q.E.D. 
This result may seem to be unnatural. Probably, ] w(X)b 1 is bounded for 
Re h > y provided that y > 8. However, to prove this it seems that we need 
to add a few axioms to (HI)-(Ha). 
Now, it follows from Lemma 6.3 that, for any y > p and p < 1, 
[ h-lI,(~(X)I)I < p provided that Re ,\ > y and 1 h 1 is suficiently large. Making 
use of the well known power series expansion, we can prove that a matrix 
G(X) defined by 
d(A)-1 = (A - aL)-lI + (A - CL&” G(X) (6.5) 
has entries all of which are bounded functions of h for Re X > max(ol, , p) + E, 
where E is an arbitrary positive constant. Applying Lemma 6.2 to the matrix 
0(X)-l, we can define a matrix X(t) by 
X(t) = s Cc) eAtA(A)-l dh t>O 
I t = 0, 
where c is any real number >max(ol, , ,u). Then it follows that the Laplace 
transform of X(t) is n(A)-% 
O(A)-l = Irn e-ItX(t) dt for Re X > max(olr , p). 
0 
We call X(t) the fundamental matrix of Equation (1 .l). 
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PROPOSITION 6.4. The fwzdameztal matrix X(t) is a continzloz~ function of t 
in [O, KI). I f  for any 6 in Cc”, 1 w(X)b 1 is bounded for Re h > y, y  3 q , therz 
we huve that, for any E > 0, there exists a C(E) such that 
j X(t)1 < C(E) e(Y+‘)t for t > 0. 
Proof. In the beginning, we observe the well known integral 
Thus to prove the first statement, we consider the integral 
I?(t) = I;,, eAt(h - a)-” G(X) dA. 
Since G(;t) is bounded for Re X = c, c > max(aL , p), the integral Z(t) converges 
uniformly on any compact set of [0, co), which implies that 12(tj is continuous 
on [0, 03). From the fact that H(h) = (X - a)-” G(X) is analytic for Re X > c, 
it follows that the integral of H(h) along the path h = c + iu, -T < u < T9 
is the same as the integral of H(X) along the path h = c + T exp[i@J, -n/2 < 
8 < z/Z. The latter integral tends to zero as T + co since G(h) is bounded 
for Re h 3 c. Thus we have that &(O) = 0, Since X(t) = II(t) + 12(tj for 
t > 0, these results imply the first statement. 
I f  1 w(h)b / is bounded for Re h > y, y  > q , the matrix G(h) defined by 
(6.5) is analytic and bounded for Re h 3 y  + E, E > 0. This implies that, 
for any E > 0, 
I*(t) E Lcj eAtIT dA = f  eAtH(h) dA t >, 0. 
(y+d 
Since G(X) is bounded for Re X = y  + E, we have the estimate that j Z(t)1 < 
C(C) exp[(y + c)t] for t > 0, which implies the second statement of the theorem 
Q.E.D 
After these preparations, we arrive at the goal. 
THEOREM 6.5. Suppose that f  is a continuous function mapping [0, a) into C=” 
Then the solution x(t, 4, f) of Equation (6.1) such that x0 = Q is gives b*v 
~(6 v&f) = x(t, C, 0) + s” X(t - sjf(sj ds for t > 0. 
0 
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Furthermore, for t > 0, 
where S(t) is the solution semigroup of Equation (4.1). 
Proof. Since x(t, $,f) = x(t, #, 0) + x(t, 0,j) for t > 0, we consider the 
representation of x(t, 0,f). From the standard argument, we can assume 
thatfis of compact support. Furthermore, from Inequality (2.1) and Gronwall’s 
inequality, we can easily show that iffn -+ f as n + co uniformly on any compact 
set of [O, m>, then x(t, 9,fiJ - x(t, $, f) as n -+ Co uniformly on any compact 
set of [0, a). Hence without loss in generality, we can assume that f is of 
compact support and has a continuous derivative. Then the function t(t) 
defined by 
t(t) = lt x(t - 4 f (4 ds for t>O 
has a continuous derivative. From Lemma 6.3 and Proposition 6.4, it follows 
that / X(t)1 < c(c) exp[(y + c)t] for t > 0 provided that y > max(ol, , p). 
Therefore, if y > max(aL , cl) and if y > 0, then we have 
I t(t)1 d 44 exp[b + +I for t > 0, 
which implies that 8(t)(h) is defined for Re X > y and that 
~m4 = 4Y Yi”(f >N* 
Combining this result and Proposition 6.1, we obtain 
=J%w = -w)(4- 
Since both functions x(t, 0, f) and s(t) h ave continuous derivatives, the inverse 
theorem for the Laplace transformation implies that a(t, 0, f) = t(t), that is, 
x(t, 0, f) = lt X(t - s) f (s) ds for t > 0. 
To prove Formula (6.6), we consider the function x(t) defined by 
+> = 1 
r(t, 60) - y(t, 60) for t > 0 
0 for t < 0, 
where y(t, 9, 0) is the solution of Equation (4.1) such that y. = 4. Then it is 
obvious that x0 = 0 and that 
dz 
52 = L(x,) = qz,) + L(s(t)$) 
dt = dt 
for t > 0. 
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Thus x(t) is represented as 
x(t) = f” X(t - s) L(S(s)$b) ds for t > 0. 
JO 
Since y(t, $,O) = 4(O) for t > 0, Formula (6.6) is proved. QED. 
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